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Food, Glorious Food

H

aving read the article from Rabie in last
month’s Nexus regarding all the eateries
opening in Century City it really got me
thinking about food. We all know the song from
the musical Oliver which is “Food, glorious food
...” - I do believe that it should be Jack and my
theme song. We find eating out at different
restaurants a real pleasure – yet to have a bad
experience – and some have been really great
and memorable.
Having just spent a few days at Plettenberg Bay
during the Easter break we went to two of our
favourite restaurants. The first one is Enrico’s at
Keurboomstrand which is adjacent to Plett, a few
kilometres away. This is a truly Italian restaurant
which caters for the whole family. We love sitting
outside under the umbrellas overlooking the rocks
and beautiful beach and inhaling the fresh sea air.
The hardest thing is deciding what to eat because
the menu is just so enticing. One of the big
features, particularly for the children, is an item on
the menu called “Bomba” – this is a pizza bread
blown up as big as a football.

The second, and our actual favourite in Plett, is
the “Fat Fish” restaurant on the beach facing the
Beacon Isle Hotel. A couple of years ago we
bumped into Selwyn and Glenda Atlas of Palm
Springs 308 who invited us to join them at the Fat
Fish – something for which we will always be
grateful. It is an extremely comfortable up-market
restaurant with once again a menu that is so
tempting that it is hard to make a decision. We

have rated this restaurant the best seafood that
we have experienced. We just want to advise
anyone going to Plett and wishing to go to the Fat
Fish that it is extremely busy all year round and
bookings are essential.

Another experience that we will never forget was
going to Addo Elephant Park last year and
staying at Woodall Lodge and Spa situated just
outside Addo. Their 4 course dinners, with wine
pairing, were pure theatre. It was only a small
lodge with a few diners every night, but their chef
was fantastic and the dishes were stunning with
different variations and methods of preparation.

Of course we have our favourite restaurants here
in Cape Town too, but those stories are for
another day. As you can gather from the above
we love food and dining out (no need to be rude
about Jack’s size). We even love taking the
grandchildren to Wimpy for breakfast.

Marilynne Boddington

From the Manager’s Desk

T

he month of June is nearly upon us and
building operations in and around our
complex are almost complete. Our own
new block, Palm d’Or, is expected to be complete
by the end of June with the first residents moving
in from 1st July. The block called Mayfair, which is
in front of our Clubhouse and Oasis Body
Corporate, is almost complete with people
already moving into their units.
Redecoration of Palm Grove
Palm
Springs
is
finally complete and
the redecoration of
Palm Grove is well
under way with a
possible completion
date of the end of
June.
The
contractors
have
brought in another
team of 20 workers who are certainly more
productive than the team that were working on
Palm Springs.
We do appreciate that the
scaffolding is annoying but we thank you for the
patience shown. It will not be much longer and
then we will have lovely, attractive and bright
blocks again. This good maintenance of the
blocks is most important to ensure the values of
our complex remain of a high standard.
Gardens
The upgrading of
the
gardens
around
Palm
Springs
is
a
current on-going
project which will
enhance
the
gardens in that
area which after
10 years was looking a little drab. Some of the
lawns are being remodeled with new buffalo lawn
being laid.
The pools and running brook in front of Palm
Royale are very low due to the fact that the water
flow to that area has been switched off to allow
the landscapers to connect up to the new water
features being finished in front of Palm d’Or. The
trees and shrubs on the berm in front of Palm
Royale are now starting to fill up the spaces and
this in time will certainly cut down the traffic noise.
The traffic noise in front of Palm Springs and
Palm Grove is much less than Palm Royale, but it

must be borne in mind that this area has been in
existence for 9 years.
Re-opening of Care Centre Gatehouse
We are hoping to open the Care Centre
Gatehouse in June which
will certainly alleviate the
bottleneck at the Main
Gatehouse which would
have become even more
congested when Palm
d’Or comes on board.
We conducted a survey of
the traffic coming through
the Main Gate and found that Care Centre traffic
accounted for 72% which will now be transferred
to this gate. It is planned to man this gate from
6.30am to 6.30pm every day.
The Main
Gatehouse will be the only port of entry or exit at
night.
Art Group
The art group, started by
Celia Mostert and which has
now been operating for 9
years, has reached a point
whereby
they
cannot
accommodate any more
members on Mondays. New
members are encouraged to
start a second group on another day in the week.
All interested budding artists are encouraged to
contact the office to submit their names.
Credit Card Machine
The ORPOA have installed a
credit card machine in the
restaurant and coffee bar to
assist residents should they
wish to pay for meals and
drinks consumed on the day
or whether they wish to pay
their
monthly
restaurant
account. Please note that
levy accounts for the Body
Corporates cannot be paid via
this card machine.
Quote from James Thurber – “Let us not look
back in anger or forward in fear, but around in
awareness.”
Keep smiling!

Jack Boddington
General Manager

William’s Words

T

he new procedures for the main gate
access control system have been operating
well and we want to thank residents for
keeping visitors to the complex informed, thereby
helping us and our staff members. We have two
devices at the gate and are rostering an extra
Concierge at the gatehouse to assist with the
running of the new system. Mr Julio Da Silva, the
Oasis Managing Agent from Property Café had
the following comprehensive response to
questions posed.
POPI Act
The Act was signed into law by the President on
19th November 2013 and published in the
Government Gazette Notice 37067 on 26 th
November 2013. The President will determine
commencement of POPI by proclamation in a
Gazette. No indication has yet been given on
when the Act and Regulations itself will come into
operation – current sections of the Act do not at
this stage place any obligations on entities,
therefore there are no crucial omissions on our
side. The Oasis Resort POA [ORPOA] fully
operates in accordance with various provisions
regarding the responsibility in terms of owner’s
personal information.
Security Access Control
For the purposes of our security access control,
the POPI Act has two very distinct rules about
collecting information. Oasis is seen as private
property as there are homeowners (members)
living within an estate. As per the ORPOA
Memorandum of Incorporation, these members
have appointed a Board of Directors to act and
make decisions on their behalf by keeping their
best interest at heart, being it security,
maintenance, aesthetics etc.

In a situation where a person wants access to a
controlled area and there is a process of identity
verification, the visitor must always consent to his
identity being verified by the body providing
conditional access. When the visitor refuses to
identify himself/herself, the right of access can be
withheld. When a visitor hands over his/her
driver's licence for the purposes of identifying
himself/herself, such a person thereby consents
to be identified in that manner.
The main reason for requesting the driver's
licence is that you are normally entering the
premises in a vehicle, and should thus have a
valid licence at hand. The scanning of the driver’s
license assists the concierge in verifying from the
photo downloaded that the person entering is who
they say they are and now we will have an access
control register with legible, accurate and true
information about the visitor entering the private
property. The information is captured with the
scanning device, but once entry is logged it
leaves the device and goes into the back-end
register.
With the visitor’s driver’s license
scanning, the ID number is encrypted within the
barcode, but only uploaded onto the back end (at
the gates [ATG] and Oasis Management)
together with their initial, surname and photo.
This will only be accessed for any incident related
queries.
Service Providers
Full scanning procedure will be followed for all
contractors. i.e. vehicle, license, where, and
company name and telephone verification to
residents will still be done. Each contractor
entering will be fully scanned with all their details.
The system also allows for each occupant in the
contractors vehicle to be scanned via ID
document on that entry. Their photos can also be
taken etc.
Vehicles
The information that is scanned from the barcode
vehicle disk is only the registration number, make
and colour of the vehicle. This assists the
concierge in verifying that the vehicle entering is
legitimate, matched to the eNaTIS database. A
warning flag will appear if “hot” and the venue
hosts from Century City will be called for
assistance and traffic/SAPS if so required. The
VIN and engine number is logged on the backend.
This information is not seen by the
concierge and will only be used should an
incident be reported within Oasis.

Data Information
The device itself is a handheld scanner sourced
for access control scanning only. It is rented from
ATG so that all maintenance and repair issues
remain ATG’s responsibility throughout the rental
period. No information is permanently stored or
kept on the device. ATG rents server storage and
processing capacity from Google via Google App
Engine & Google Cloud Platform. ATG selected
this infrastructure and service provider after an
extensive investigation and analysis based on its
emphasis of security and its employment of
arguably the top network, data and infrastructure
security experts. ATG manages an account on
the Google server that holds the different clouds.
Each user has their own cloud and is protected by
username and password. The information is also
only stored for maximum of 12 months (as per the
POPI Act).
If the server crashes, Google Cloud Storage is
built with a replicated storage strategy. All data is
encrypted both in-flight and at rest. The Google

security model is an end-to-end process, built on
over 15 years of experience.
All possible
measures have therefore been taken to protect
information from hacking and hence the selection
of Google Cloud storage and Google App Engine.
The
website
address
for
ATG
is
www.atthegate.biz
In closing, Oasis has a security verification
requirement to fulfil such a need - this comes with
protocols and procedures. There is no difference
in the information obtained from a visual
verification versus a digitally scanned verification,
both providing the same information to the person
performing the verification. The added benefit of
capturing all the data in one swift scan only
speeds up the entry/exit procedure.
Regards,

William

Taking proof of residence
to the bank !!! ???
Contributed by Willie Willemse

Snakes Alive!
Ken De Govia of Palm Royale 901
shows us his bravery and allows a
python to crawl around his neck.
Pictures taken by Mrs Judy Els –
Palm Springs 102.

NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

R

entals are keeping us very busy at the moment. A number of tenants
renting at The Oasis are patiently waiting for occupation of their brand
new apartments in Palme d’Or. With these leases expiring towards the
end of June, we are in the process of finding new tenants for the owners of
these apartments. Some buyers in Palme d’Or have decided not to move into
their apartments straight away and they are also relying on us to find them
good tenants for a year or two.
We are pleased to report that there is a strong demand for rentals at The Oasis
and we have already found suitable tenants for a number of owners. We are working with interested clients
on a daily basis who are not able to purchase for various reasons and who therefore opt to rent.
There is a lot of interest being shown in Palm Brook, the new kid on the block. We are about to sign our
15th sale in just over a month since the launch of Palm Brook. We hope to have concluded 20 sales before
the end of June where after the contractors will be given the go ahead to commence with construction.
We have recently signed two resale agreements, subject to the purchasers selling their existing properties.
Sellers are achieving excellent prices for these resales and the levy stabilisation funds are growing steadily.
We welcome the following new residents to Oasis this month:
Mr & Mrs Erikson who have moved into Palm Royale 201.
Mr Len Klugman is renting in Palm Springs until he takes transfer of PR 403.
Dr Bocke Muller and Karen Dierks have moved into PG 506.
We welcome you to your new home, The Oasis, and know that you will be extremely
happy here. We look forward to seeing you out and about and making use of our beautiful facilities.
Kind regards,
Cindy, Linda and Lorenda

Prayer for Grandpa

This magnificent photo was taken at Intaka
Island Bird Sanctuary at Century City.

Dear God,
Please send clothes to all those poor
ladies on grandpa's computer.
Amen.

“Intaka” is an IsiXhosa word for a bird.
The bird in the photo is a Malachite Kingfisher.

Contributed by Heather Bishop – PG 409

Movies to share with friends
These are movies which we have seen and enjoyed at Canal Walk, Cavendish
and the Waterfront, but we are not necessarily rating them.
QUEEN OF THE DESERT (128 minutes; released 27th April 2016)
This film is based on a true story and brings history to life. It is set while the UK
was still the empire of the world before and during World War 1, but it is not a
war film. It is surprisingly relevant to today’s ongoing conflicts in the Middle
East. It also reminds us how people entertained themselves and communicated
in the early 1900s. It is a world without phones, radio and TV, computers and
the internet. Gertrude Bell was an English traveler, writer, archeologist,
explorer and political officer for the British Empire. This movie chronicles her
journeys of love and loss in the Middle East and events that characterized her
influential life. The cast includes Nicole Kidman, Damian Lewis and James
Franco and the director is Werner Herzog.
IRRATIONAL MAN (95 minutes; released 22nd April
2016)

This movie is directed by Woody Allen and the cast includes Parker Posey,
Joaquin Phoenix and Emma Stone. A tormented professor of Philosophy is
appointed to a teaching post at a small Rho de Island College. He soon realized
a new purpose for his life when he begins a relationship
with one of his bright and beautiful students. After
overhearing a conversation about a troubling injustice,
his whole situation changes as he decides to commit a
crime, but it is not long before clues start adding up …
MIRACLES FROM HEAVEN (109 minutes; released 6th May 2016)
This film is based on the story by Christy Beam, is directed by Patricia Riggen and
the cast comprises Jennifer Garner, Kylie Rogers and Martin Henderson. A
young girl is diagnosed with a rear digestive disorder. Despite her daughter’s dire
situation, her devoted mother searches for a way to save her beloved daughter.
Everything changes in an instant when the daughter Anna tells an amazing story.
Her family and the medical specialists become even more baffled when Anna
begins to show signs of recovering from her fatal condition.

Dudley and Melda Schroeder

-

Guinea Fowls in Mourning
This little one was the last survivor
of 5 chicks, but sadly, he died the
day after this photo was taken.
Then the adults went into this
strange performance the following
day ... no sound, just huddled
together with their beaks open?
Photos & article by Denise
Jeffery – PR G02

PG 603

Century City Night
Market Returns

T

he hugely popular Century City Night
Market is back for the winter months.

The cosy winter night market has become a
feature of Cape Town’s after-dark scene and will
be taking place at the Intaka Island Eco-Centre
on the last Friday of the month starting on May
27th. Think gluhwein, bubbles, draft beer, red
wine, heaters and warmth, soft fabrics, warm
scents and lots of delicious comfort food,
accompanied by great company and awesome
music.
Ryan Kidwell will be performing his folk acoustic
tunes live. The combination of sincere lyrics
based on his life’s experiences and his acoustic
folk rock style make for a truly heartfelt
experience. Performing all of his original songs
as well as collaborating with friends and fellow
musicians, Ryan is a captivating act not to be
missed.
So why don’t you pop in and enjoy a glass of
bubbles or craft beer and grab a bite to eat.
The market will run from 16h00 – 21h00.
Location: Intaka Island Eco-Centre, Park Lane in

Century City. There is ample and secure parking.
For
further
details
email
naturalgoodsmarket@gmail.com or telephone
021 531 217.
Meanwhile two new sustainability exhibits are to
be opened at the Intaka Eco-Centre - an
aquaphonics system and a wind turbine.
Aquaphonics refers to a system that combines
conventional aquaculture - that is the raising of
aquatic animals - with hydroponics, which is the
cultivation of plants in water, in a symbiotic
environment.
The Eco-Centre’s exhibit will
comprise two tanks – one with deep water which
will be home to fish and a second with shallower
water, pebbles and plant floaters. Nutrient rich
water from the fish tank will flow into the other
tank where the plants will strip out the nutrients
and polish the water before it is pumped back into
the fish tank. As such it will mimic a natural
wetland system.
The wind turbine, which is expected to be
operational shortly, will further assist Intaka in
achieving its long term goal of being self-sufficient
and off the Eskom grid.

Being happy doesn't mean everything is perfect.
It means you've decided to see beyond the
imperfections.

CARE CENTRE CORNER
Launch of Home Care at Oasis
We would like to thank
those
residents
who
attended the Home Care
Launch. For those of you
who were unable to
attend,
herewith
a
summary of what was
discussed.
1. The pilot project will commence on the
1st of June and continue until the end of
August 2016.
2. We have employed two qualified carers
and their working hours will be from 07h00
– 19h00 Monday to Friday. Please note
that no night care will be available at this
stage.
3. The time slots available will be for a
minimum of two hours at a time to a
maximum of 12 hours.
4. Each Resident requesting to make use of
our Home Care Services will be
individually assessed to establish his or
her care needs.
5. A Code of Conduct will apply to both
residents and carers in terms of
responsibilities, obligations and care. E.g.
Residents are not to provide meals, no
gifting etc.
6. An initial interest form will be completed
and an interview conducted by Sr
Lehmann.
7. The care agreement entered into does not
necessarily have to be a long term
contract. We can be flexible, but we

would require a notice period for the
agreement to be terminated.
Much research has gone into the planning phase
of this pilot project and we are confident that we
have a good foundation to grow the Home Care
business upon. However, please bear in mind
that this is something we have not done before
and that hiccups might occur. We are committed
to dealing with any problems speedily and
effectively.
Your feedback and suggestions
would be more than welcome – we however ask
that this is done in a professional manner during a
scheduled meeting with Sr Deneil.
Please contact Sister Deneil if you need any
further clarification, or if you would like an
assessment to be done.
You should all have received your new “Brief
Medical History” forms. Please return them to Sr
Deneil with a copy of your
medical aid details and
ID. Also make sure you
have the copy of your ID
and medical aid in a
place that is easily seen
and accessible by health
care professionals i.e.
paramedics, should they
need it.
Yours in good health,
Lizzie Brill, Sr Mariana & Sr Deneil

OASIS RAINFALL CORNER
MONTH
2016
January
February
March
April

(mm’s)
11.0
4.5
44.8
51.3

L/T AVE
MONTH
15.0
17.0
20.0
41.00

YTD

L/T AVE YTD

11.0
15.5
60.3
111.6

15.0
32.0
52.0
93.0

Rainfall in April was above average for the second
month running and the demise of El Nino continued.
These readings are kindly supplied by Tony Ross of Palm Springs 901

The Real South Africa
You learn so much about yourself when you run
56 kilometres. And one thing I learnt in running
my first Two Oceans Ultra Marathon this Easter
weekend is that my faith in my fellow South
Africans is not misplaced.
It is so easy to see the news and believe we live
in a country being ripped apart across racial lines.
It is easy to make the mistake and believe that
South Africans are all racists who argue about
colour and language and cannot live side by side.
But when you run 56 kilometres on the streets of
South Africa with South Africans, you realise what
a lie this is. It is a lie perpetuated by our
politicians who specialise in highlighting what
keeps us apart so that we may, out of fear for
each other, support whatever agenda they push
onto us. But this is not the real South Africa.
The real South Africa is what I saw during my
race. I saw South Africans of all races and
languages doing exactly what this year’s race
asked of them – to run as one. And they do it so
easily, because ordinary South Africans are all
one at heart. I saw runners stop to help a fellow
runner who tripped and fell. I even saw one
runner turn around and run back after he had
heard a runner fall behind him.
As we ran through Kalk Bay, we clapped hands
for the two old white rockers who had set up in
their roadside garage and were cranking out
some amazing tunes on their electric guitars.
There was also a lady and her young children in
their driveway making pancakes for the runners.
And further on, the coloured ladies were there
handing out their baby potatoes. I heard that
most beautiful way of the black man who, when
an elderly white man walked to the side of the
road and declared his race over, exclaimed,
“Sorry Baba. Sorry”. Just a simple way to say I
share in your suffering. Or maybe even more
significant, I recognise your suffering. You are
not invisible.
When we reached the start of Chapman’s Peak, I
felt my legs falter at the thought of the climb to
come. And then a bus came up behind me. A
Cape Muslim man was at the front of it, and we
took on that hill together. He carried about 50 of
us up that hill, telling us when to stop and walk
and then when to start running again. I know for
a fact I would not have made that hill without him.
That is what South Africans do. Sometimes we
run up a hill together. Sometimes we have to
walk.
But always we keep moving forward

together. And when we reached the top, a
Kaapse Klopse band heralded our achievement
with their trademark music, playing it with such
passion that I know listening to a symphony in the
Sydney Opera House would not have come close
to moving me as much as this did.
I ran through Hout Bay, where people from the
squatter camp had come to join in the throngs of
people lining the road and cheering us on. When
we reached Constantia Nek, I was forced to stop
and walk. “Michael from Strand,” said a voice
behind me, reading my name and club on my
vest. “Are you okay my friend?” An Indian man
pulled up next to me, and put his hand on my
shoulder. “Ja. It’s just a bit eina,” I told him. “Me
too, my friend. I’m also hurting. I am just hiding it
better than you. C’mon, let’s go together.” And
so I started running again. I think about what he
said. We are all hurting. Some of us just hide it
better. So many South Africans hide their own
hurt, but are there to help others.
During this climb, we had some help from a group
of Zulu runners. We heard them from behind,
their rhythmic Zulu chanting sounding like
Shaka’s very own warriors. Two of them had
adorned their caps with impala skins, and one
blew a whistle as they ran in unison.
Once at the top of Constantia Nek, there are
some sneaky hills thereafter. Some runners in
my club call them the “Dammit Hills” because you
do not expect them. Two Indian men were
running behind me as we hit the first of these, and
I could not help but smile as I heard him say to
his friend, “No man, now I’m just bedonnerd”.
Bedonnerd. What a fantastic word. In that
moment, there was no question of the politics of
language. No tearing down statues or protesting
for the rights of only one language. Just a
moment of being purely South African. Words
like lekker and bru and bra and eish! and yebo
and so many other words that are more a part of
our South Africanness than any legislation could
ever force upon us. As we sang the national
anthem at the start of the race, I wondered how

many of those people protesting for just one
language or asking, “What is the purpose of
Afrikaans or Zulu or Sotho?
Why not just
English?” could sing only the English parts of their
own national anthem, while their brother standing
next to them could sing every verse?
And as we hit the home stretch into the stadium,
and we ran across the finish line, a black man
who finished next to me put his arm around me
and said, “We did it!” You know what, we did.
For one day, once again, ordinary South Africans
did it. They came out in their thousands, stood on
the side of the road and cheered for their fellow
South Africans from the start to the finish. They

showed each other compassion, gave each other
hope, inspired each other, helped each other.
Because that is who we are. We are not the
divided people our politicians would have us
believe we are. We are not a society filled with
hatred. We get on with this business that is
South Africa.
Sometimes we stumble.
Sometimes we walk. And sometimes we run. But
we always get on with it, together.
We are ordinary South Africans who do what
ordinary South Africans do. We are extraordinary
to each other. Every. Single. Day.
Best wishes,
Michael Vlismas
An ordinary South African who ran his first Two
Oceans marathon on 26th March 2016.

Entertainment for All

W

inter is at last settling in and we hope we
will still have some lovely days for our
outings this month.

We had Liz Linsell at our last Open Day and in
the near future we have arranged that we can
visit the Red Cross Children’s Hospital. The
hospital has a reputation as being top in the world
and we can look forward to this outing.
Our Open Day speaker in June will be Gabriel
Athiros. The illustrated talk, A Cape Odyssey, will
walk us through some of Cape Town’s special
secrets and stories about some of the early
shipwrecks that lie hidden below our often cruel
coastline.
We have such a lot of
really good outings
this
month
and
coming up soon is a
visit
to
the
Chevonnes Battery
Museum
where
extensive excavations are being undertaken. We
have arranged for a guided tour. They also have
an underwater Photographer for the Year 2016
exhibition showing at present and as always we
will follow up with lunch at the Tower Complex at
the Waterfront.
Our special event this month will be the Oasis
Karaoke and Sing Along with our own resident
Hein Benz at the piano. There will be snacks and

a cash bar available as well so please come
along for a very happy get-together evening. For
catering purposes please place your name on the
list at the office.
Early in July we will visit
the Verde Hotel at the
Airport. This is a green
hotel and we will be
shown
around
and
explained what a ‘green’ hotel entails. They also
have an excellent lunch restaurant. We are also
particularly lucky to be able to visit the Airplane
Museum, which is normally closed to the public.
This may especially interest our male residents.
Later in July is a visit to
the Rheebokskloof Wine
Farm. We try to include
wine farms every month
as they are always very
popular.
It was absolutely ages ago that we booked for the
My Fair Lady. It is fully booked and this is just a
reminder that it is coming up soon at the end of
July.
We hope all our new residents will join us for the
Open Day talk and be a part of some (or all) of
our excellent outings. Please watch the notice
board for details.
By Faye Solomon

Entertainment for All – June/July Calendar


Tuesday, 14th June

Open Meeting: Gabriel Athiros – A Cape Odyssey.
Illustrated talk about shipwrecks and hidden secrets.
Meet at the Clubhouse at 10am for 10:30am.
(Bookings for all outings taken at 10am) R5 entrance.



Tuesday, 21st June

Chevonnes Battery Museum with underwater photographic exhib
Lunch at Clocktower restaurant
Transport R20 & Tickets R50



Wednesday, 29th June

Karoake & Sing Along – Hein Benz at the piano
At the Clubhouse at 7pm
Snacks provided
R5 entrance



Tuesday, 5th July

Verde Hotel at airport. Tour of green hotel and airplane museum.
Lunch at the hotel.
Transport R30 & Entrance fee (to be advised)



Thursday, 21st July

Rhebokskloof Wine Farm. Lunch at the restaurant.
Meet at the Clubhouse at 11am.
Transport R30



Saturday, 30th July

My Fair Lady at the Artscape - Reminder for those who pre-booked
Meet at the Clubhouse at 6:45pm

The most important person in my life is my great-grandpa
Ruby. He was a loving and positive person. He looked after
me well and often listened to my chest when I was sick
because he was a doctor.
Special things about him - He always kissed me twice on
each cheek, he was very good at maths and he liked to dress
smartly and always wore a tie.
Things that he liked - He loved his family, he liked my great
grandmother’s cheese cake and biscuits and he also liked to
eat meat and roast potatoes and to drink whiskey.
A sad story with a happy ending. One day he went to the
dentist for a check-up. While the dentist was examining his
teeth he found a bump on his gum. He suggested that he
should show this to a doctor. The doctor said that it was a
cancer. He had radiation treatment. It was successful, but
many years later he lost an eye as a result of the treatment.
He then got very old and he could no longer look after
himself. He went to live in the Frail Care Centre. One day
when he was very old and sick we went to visit. I gave him a
hug.
I could feel all his positive energy and all his wisdom going
into me. He died at the age of 91. He had a happy and a
full life.
From Shirley in Cape Town (11 years old)
Shirley is Doreen Kay's (Care Centre) grandchild who wrote
this for her Grandad who passed away.

Busy Giving
The Friday Social and Handcraft group have been
busy again. This time they lovingly made and
donated scarves and beanies to Natalie for
distribution at Uysterplaat Primary school and
Woodbridge Primary.

Contributed by Dawn Jager – PG 402

June Timetable
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesda
y
1
10h00 Bible
Discussion

5
12 noon
Formal Sunday
Lunch

6
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
10h00 Art

19h00 Opera
DVD
12
12 noon
Formal Sunday
Lunch

13
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

19h00 Movie
20
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
10h00 Art
19h00 Opera
DVD

26
12 noon
Formal Sunday
Lunch

8
10h00 Bible
Discussion

2
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

9
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

14h00 Bridge
19h00 Movie

10h00 Art

19
12 noon
Formal Sunday
Lunch

7
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

Thursday

27
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
10h00 Art

14
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics
10h00
Entertainment
Group
19h00 Movie
21
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics
Trip to
Chevonnes
14h00 Bridge
19h00 Movie

15

28
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

29
10h00 Bible
Discussion

19h00 Movie
14h00 Bridge
19h00 Movie

10h00 Bible
Discussion

22
10h00 Bible
Discussion

16

PUBLIC
HOLIDAY

23
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

12h00
BRAAI

19h00 SING
ALONG in
Clubhouse

Friday
3
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
14h00 Social &
Handcraft

10
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

Saturday
4
Restaurant
Closed
Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00
TRIP TO
BEYERS
KLOOF
11
Restaurant
Closed

14h00 Social &
Handcraft

Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00

17
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

18
Restaurant
Closed

14h00 Social &
Handcraft

Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00

24
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

25
Restaurant
Closed

14h00 Social &
Handcraft

Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00

30
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

PLEASE NOTE: The restaurant is always open to residents, except on Saturdays and Public Holidays,
although the timetable might show a private function.

